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epi-reflective hull E-compact spaces PX perfect maps 
Let d be a class of Tychonoff spacess which is inversely pr%~~!ed 
under perfect maps* . Let T2( _A I be the epi-reflective huj13 of SQ in the 
category T2 of Wausdorff spaces [9, . 12 11 , i.e., the fuli subcategory 
of T2 whose objects are the &c::ompact spaces4 [2,3,,8,12]. 
Theorem. X is QM object sf T2( s4) iff there is a fandj of subsets of 
flX, each b.elonghg to d, whose kntersection is X. 
This characterizes the epi-reflective hull of very manv ck~ses of 
‘YychonorT spaces, for example, those defined by any of the following 
properties: countable compactness, local compactnl:ss, cr-compactness, 
paracompactness, countable paracompactness, metscompactness, 
strong-paracompacaness [ 71, isocompactness [ 11. The Lindetfir 
spaces : 71, the topofogically complete spaces [ 5 j , ad the M-spaces and 
M*-spas-es of Morita [ I 1 J also foml suitable classes. 
r i.e., completely qgular 7’, spaces. All classes of spaces will be assumed to be Tychonotf 
spaYs* A perfect map iv a closed continuous function such that 2he Inverse image of each point is 
in the text for inverse preservation. 
ective subcategories of T2 f9n-n a complete lattice. The epire 
class of Hausdorff *gacss is the smallest epiaeflectivc subcategory co~ta~i~~ 
4 If d is a class of #spaces, thed-corn act spaces are just those homeo,lno 
subspace off some product of spaces from .k 
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TLt: theorem also yields an aIogous characterization of the re 
tion ~c!X of a Tychonoff space in T2(sQ) as folloWL5 
e in tersectim of all subsets of 
corohy remains true.) 
The proof of t e theorem is a modification of an argu 
rolik [4, Theorem 2.11. 
To s;ly that 
( 1) SQ i.r. inversely preserved up? er perfect maps, means t 
f : .A: + Y is perfect and YE d, then X E d also. (1) implies that 
(2) SQ i~t closed hereditary. 
Inked, the inclusion map on a closed subspace is perfect. (% ) alsc 
implies that 
(3) the product of a space in d alPzd a compact space is I 
This .:ollow l e the projectian X X + X is perfe& whenever 
is conlpact. contains a non-emp space, (3) implies that it 
must \:ontain every compazc qxxe, as do all the classes mentioned 
above. (2) and (3) also emply (1) if SQ is nqlete”. Indeed, the map 
6:X-*flXX Yinducedbye,:X+flXandfisanem 
Since j’is perfect, 6 (X) = G(flf) (I (fix X Y)+ where G( 
of flf9 i; closed in PX X /3 ence’X is homeomorphic to a closed 
space of a member of &, and hence is in s4/ 
n A, where each A,. C PX and each A, E Se, then X is ! meo- 
mo.q;hic to the diagonal (a cl&ed subspace, by Hausdorffness) of II&. 
Thus the sufficiency of the condition is easy. 
for each 0f < A. 
the theorem is complete* 
For the proof of the corollary, note that /3X = E’((yX), since maps 
from X to a campact space (nw rsarily in Se) can be extended in ?MO 
steps to p(a). Thus by the tk.VAw arhrn, aX is the k&section of some such 
family. If _A is any &subset of ,3X contakling X, lhe inclusion map 
X + A factors through the inclusion map .Y -* eX, via another inclusion 
map, since A and QX are both subsets of 0.x. This Iproves the corollary. 
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